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2nd & 4th Tuesday each month
Planning Board:
1st Wednesday each month
Board of Adjustment
:
Meets as needed for a variance
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RESULTS OF THE 1980 LITTLETON WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Littleton, in said State,
qualified to vote in Town and State affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall on the eleventh
day of March next, being the second Tuesday of March, at eight
o'clock in the forenoon (the polls are to open at 8:00 A.M. and may
not close prior to 6:00 P.M.; business meeting to be held at the
High School Auditorium at 7:00 P.M.), to act upon the following:
ARTICLE 1. To choose one Selectman for the term of three years,
one Town Clerk for three years, a Town Treasurer for a one year term,
one Park Commissioner for a three year term, one Library Trustee for
a one year term, three Library Trustees for three year terms, one
Moderator for a two year term, one Supervisor of the Checklist for a
six year term, and one Trustee of Trust Funds for a three year term.
- on ballot - election of officers of the Town.
ARTICLE 2. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA k66 :30-a which
makes it unlawful for an owner of any dog licensed or unlicensed to
allow said dog to run at large, except when accompanied by the owner
or custodian, and when used for hunting, herding, supervised
competition and exhibition or training for such?
- on ballot - approved - yes - 892 - no - 298
ARTICLE 3. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 56:^0-a
permitting applications for changes in party affiliation to be made
with the Town Clerk?
- on ballot - approved - yes 9^8 - no -189. This will take
effect on January 1, 1981.
ARTICLE 4. To raise and appropriate such sums of money as may
be necessary for Town Officers 1 Salaries, for Town Manager's Salary,
General Expenses, Elections, District Court, Fixed Charges, Town
Building, Police Department, Whitefield Airport, Civil Defense,
Planning Board, Zoning Officer, Board of Adjustment, Animal Enforce-
ment, Hospital, White Mt. Mental Health Center, North Country Home
Health Agency, Senior Wheels Transportation, North Country Council,
Health Officer, Fire Department, Forest Fires, Town Garage, Dump,
Vital Statistics, Region Association, Sewers, Sidewalks, Streets
and Highways, Town Road Aid, Highway Subsidy, Welfare, Old Age
Assistance, Parks and Playgrounds, National Holidays, and other
necessary expenses.
A motion was made and approved, to reduce the Budget by the sum
of $14,500.00 ( from Streets & Highways). A total sum for the
budget of $1,309, *f7l»00i was then approved.
ARTICLE 5« To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Hundred Sixty-five Thousand Two Hundred
Twenty-eight Dollars ($165,228.00) to pay the amount of the
installment payable by the Town to New England Power Company
pursuant to the Decree of the Grafton Superior Court entered on
March 12, 1975 in the tax abatement suits previously brought by
said Company against the Town.
Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $165,228.00 to pay
the amount of the installment payable by the Town to New England
Power Company.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate Six
Thousand Six Hundred Dollars ($6,600.00) for a police cruiser and
authorize the withdrawal of the amount required for this purpose
from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of
the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972.
Voted to appropriate the sum of $6,600.00 for a new police
cruiser.
ARTICLE 7« To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum
not to exceed Thirty-nine Thousand Dollars ($39,000.00) for the
purchase of a new loader for the Public Works Department and
authorize the withdrawal of the amount required for this purpose
from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of
the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972.
Article 7 voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will wote to appropriate a sum
not to exceed Thirty-five Thousand Dollars ($35t 000 » 00 ) for the
purchase of a new backhoe for the Public Works Department and
authorize the withdrawal of the amount required for this purpose
from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of
the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972.
Article 8 voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum
not to exceed Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000.00) for the purchase
of a new truck for the Public Works Department and authorize the
withdrawal of the amount required for this purpose from the Revenue
Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State and
Local Assistance Act of 1972.
Article 9 voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum
not to exceed Two Thousand Two Hundred Dollars ($2,200.00) for the
purchase of a new fence (at the Town Garage) for the Public Works
Department and authorize the withdrawal of the amount required for
this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the
provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972.
Article 10 passed by a vote of 118 yes, and 59 no.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to withdraw the sura of Forty-one Thousand Dollars
($41,000.00) from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the
provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972 to defray
the cost of lighting the streets of the Town.
Article 11 so voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum
not to exceed Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000.00) for the insulation
of the Community Center Building and authorize the withdrawal of the
amount required for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund
established under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance
Act of 1972.
Article 12 voted yes.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum
not to exceed Nine Thousand Four Hundred Forty-four Dollars
($9,^44.00) for renovations to theLibrary Building and authorize the
withdrawal of the amount required for this purpose from the Revenue
Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State and
Local Assistance Act of 1972.
Article 13 voted yes.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) and authorize the Library
Trustees to expend said amount for a Space Utilization and Future
Needs Study for the Public Library and authorize the withdrawal of
the amount required for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund
established under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance
Act of 1972.
Article 14 voted yes.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000.00) and authorize the Library
Trustees to expend said amount for the restoration of paintings at
the Public Library and authorize the withdrawal of the amount
required for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund established
under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 197?
»
Article 15 voted yes.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of Thirteen Thousand Dollars ($13,000.00) and authorize the Selectmen
to expend said amount for repairs, paint and energy related improve-
ments to the Town Hall Building, and further authorize the withdrawal
of the amount required for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund
established under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance
Act of 1972.
Article 16 voted yes.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000.00) for repairs to the Bridge
Street bridge and authorize the withdrawal of the amount required
for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the
provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972.
Article 17 was amended, and voted to raise the sum of $15,000.00
for this purpose for repairs to the Bridge Street bridge.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to operate the waste paper salvage operation at the dump,
including the purchase of a trailer and other related coasts, and
further, to appropriate a sum not to exceed Five Thousand Dollars
($5,000.00), (to be combined with income from salvage material to
operate on a test basis), and authorize the withdrawal of said sum
for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the
provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972.
Article 18 was defeated.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sura of Twelve Thousand Dollars ($12,000.00) to purchase
and maintain Christmas lighting for the Community. (This Article
inserted upon written application of voters.)
Voted to raise the sum of $12,000.00 for Christmas lighting.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) for the White
Mountains Center for the Arts, to provide tickets to the Town through
its Recreational Department for a special Sunday Afternoon Children's
Series.
Article 20 was defeated.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote, by exchange of deeds
with Rena G. Hood, to re-locate a Town right-of-way for foot travel
now extending in a southerly direction over land of said Hood from
the southerly line of N.H. Route 18 to the Kilburn Crags, so-called,
in accordance with a plan entitled HRena G. Hood Land, St. Johnsbury,
Road, Littleton, N.H., R. H. Marshall, Land Surveyor, Dec. 1978",
and to authorize the Selectmen to convey in the name of the Town to
said Hood the easement for a right-of-way as now located, and further
to accept from said Hood a deed conveying the easement for a right-of-
way for foot travel approximately one (1) rod in width extending from
said N.H. Route 18 to said Kilburn Crags and located westerly of and
adjacent to a stone wall, all as shown on the aforesaid Marshall plan
the detailed provisions of the latter deed to be determined by the
Selectmen in their discretion.
Article 21 was voted yes.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to act as the "Franchising authority" for the Town in
franchising and regulating cable television systems in the Town with
the authority and powers set forth in RSA Chapter 53 -C; and further,
to ratify and confirm any prior actions of the Selectmen re franchise
agreements with New England Cablevision, Inc.
Article 22 was passed.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to close the South
Shore Road at Partridge Lake subject to gates and bars.
Article 23 was defeated.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to enter into an agreement with the Department of
Resources and Economic Development of New Hampshire relating to the
Historic Preservation Fund Development Project, Littleton Town
Building (Opera House) , and to accept any State and Federal money
which becomes available for renovations to said building, the terms
of said agreement to be in the discretion of the Selectmen.
Article 2b was defeated.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate a sum not to exceed Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00)
and appropriate an additional sum not to exceed Forty-five Thousand
Dollars ($45t 000 » 00 ) f°r tne purpose of continuing the Sewer System
Evaluation Survey which is a requirement contained in the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act, as amended ( 33 U.S.C.sec, 1251 et seq.)
and which qualify the Town for federal funds. Funds will be
generated as follows
:
Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00) to be raised by the
issuance of Serial Bonds or Notes under and in compliance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (N.H..R.S.A. 33.1 et seq.,
as amended) and authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such
bonds or notes and determine the rate of interest thereon, and take
such other actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance,
negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in
the best interests of the Town; Twelve Thousand Dollars ($12,000.00)
of which will be reimbursed to the Town by the State of New
Hampshire upon completion of the Sewer System Evaluation Survey
in accordance with the provisions of R.S.A. 149-B:1: and Forty-
five Thousand Dollars (#4-5,000.00) to be provided by the Federal
Government under the Financial Assistance Program of the Construction
Grants Section of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 , U.S.C.
Sec. 1251 et seq.):
and further to allow the Selectmen to expend such monies as
become available from the Federal Government under the Financial
Assistance Program of the Construction Grants Section of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act, as amended, and pass any vote relating
thereto. The total cost of the program outlined herein will not
exceed Sixty Thousand Dollars ($60,000.00).
Two-thirds vote was necessary for approval. The vote was 85 yes
and 10 no . Article approved.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell and convey the property acquired by the Town by
Tax Collector's Deed, the sales to be by public auction or by
advertised sealed bids, or in such other manner as justice may
require as determined by the Selectmen.
Article 26 amended to read - To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to sell and convey the property acquired
by the Town by Tax Collector's Deed, the sales to be by public
auction or by advertised bids. Voted yes.
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to reopen and maintain
for about four hundred seventy-five (**75) feet, a portion of Walker
Hill Road off the Lisbon Road. (This Article inserted upon written
application of voters.)
Article 2? was defeated.
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to borrow monies, from time to time, for current
indebtedness of the Town for the ensuing year, in anticipation of
taxes to be collected for the year 1980 and to be paid therefrom.
Article 28 voted yes.
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from the State,
Federal or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes
available during the year in accordance with the procedures set forth
in R.S.A. 31:95-b.
Article 29 voted yes.
ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will vote to authorize prepayment
10
of resident taxes and to authorize the Tax Collector to accept
prepayments as provided by R.S.A. 80:l-a.
Article 30 voted yes.
ARTICLE 31. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees,
including the Planning Board, or Officers chosen, and pass any vote
relating thereto.
Passed.
ARTICLE 32. To choose any other necessary Town Officers for the
ensuing year, and to choose and elect any Agents or Committees which
may be necessary to carry into effect any vote that may be passed
under the Warrant.
Passed.
ARTICLE 33. To transact any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
Passed.




Selectmen of Littleton, N.H.
A true record. Attest:
JAMES DWYER
LYLE E. BULIS
RONAID C . MARSH
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LITTLETON WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Littleton, in said State, qualified to vote
in Town and State affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall on the tenth day of March next,
being the second Tuesday of March, at eight o'clock in the forenoon (the polls are to
open at 8: 00 A.M. and may not close prior to 6: 00 P.M.; business meeting to be held
at the High School Auditorium at 7: 00 P . M
. ) , to act upon the following:
ARTICLE 1 . To choose one Selectman for the term of three years, a Town Treasurer
for a one-year term, one Park Commissioner for a three-year term, three Library Trustees
for three-year terms , and one Trustee of Trust Funds for a three-year term .
ARTICLE 2 . Do you favor the continuation of the Town Manager Plan as now in
force in this Town? (This article inserted upon written application of voters.)
ARTICLE 3 . A . To see if the Town will vote to elect a Town Constable pursuant
to the provisions of R .S . A . 41: 47 . (Words "Town Constable" denote Police Chief.
)
B. Provided that Part A is passed, to have the Town immediately vote to fill the office
of Town Constable by unofficial ballot . The Constable to serve until formal elections
are held at the next Annual Meeting pursuant to R.S.A. 669: 16. (This article inserted
upon written application of voters .
)
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to petition the Representatives and
Senators who represent the Town in the General Court to support in the current session
of the General Court the concurrent resolution to amend the State Constitution to limit
the annual increase in property taxes to five percent and to limit the annual increase
in spending by the State or any city, town, or other governmental unit of the State
to five percent. (This article inserted upon written application of voters .)
ARTICLE 5. To raise and appropriate such sums of money as may be necessary
for Town Officers' Salaries, for Town Manager's Salary, General Expenses, Elections,
District Court, Fixed Charges, Town Building, Police Department, Whitefield Airport,
Civil Defense, Planning Board, Zoning Officer, Board of Adjustment, Animal Enforcement,
Hospital, White Mountain Mental Health Center, North Country Home Health Agency,
Senior Wheels Transportation, North Country Council, Health Officer, Fire Department,
Forest Fires, Town Garage, Dump, Vital Statistics, Region Association, Sewers, Sidewalks,
Streets and Highways, Town Road Aid, Highway Subsidy, Welfare, Old Age Assistance,
Parks and Playgrounds, National Holidays, Community Center, and other necessary
expenses
.
ARTICLE 6 . To see if the Town will vote to appropriate Eight Thousand Dollars
($8,000.00) for a police cruiser and authorize the withdrawal of the amount required
for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
ARTICLE 7 . To see if the Town will vote to appropriate Sixteen Thousand Dollars
($16,000.00) for Public Works (spreaders) and authorize the withdrawal of the amount
required for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund
.
ARTICLE 8 . To see if the Town will vote to appropriate Eight Thousand Dollars
($8,000.00) for Fire Department (bunker gear) and authorize the withdrawal of the
amount required for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund
.
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ARTICLE 9 . To see if the Town will vote to appropriate Five Thousand Seven
Hundred Fifty Dollars ($5,750.00) for Town Hall fire alarm and authorize the withdrawal
of the amount required for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
ARTICLE 10 . To see if the Town will vote to appropriate Forty-five Thousand
Dollars ($45,000.00) for Beacon Street bridge and authorize the withdrawal of the amount
required for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
ARTICLE 11 . To see if the Town will vote to appropriate Three Thousand Dollars
($3,000.00) for Dells dam and authorize the withdrawal of the amount required for
this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
ARTICLE 12 . To see if the Town will vote to appropriate Fifteen Thousand One
Hundred Dollars ($15,100.00) for Community Center for building repairs and authorize
the withdrawal of the amount required for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing
Fund.
ARTICLE 13 . To see if the Town will vote to appropriate Five Thousand Five
Hundred Dollars ($5,500.00) for Pleasant Street repair (Pine Street to Gary's Drive)
and authorize the withdrawal of the amount required for this purpose from the Federal
Revenue Sharing Fund.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate Twenty-four Thousand
Six Hundred Dollars ($24,600.00) for Library renovations and authorize the withdrawal
of the amount required for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not
exceeding Thirty-five Thousand Dollars ($35,000.00) for the purpose of publishing
a Littleton Town History which will update the 1905 History in time for the 200th Anniver-
sary of the Littleton Charter in 1984 and authorize the withdrawal of the amount required
for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund, and further authorize and
direct the Board of Selectmen to invest said sum and from time to time use and expend
the principal and interest accrued from the investment of said sum for the aforesaid
purpose. This project is intended to be self-liquidating with all proceeds from the
sale of the books and donations from civic groups, individuals and corporations to
be returned to the Town .
ARTICLE 16 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the expenditure of the
sum of Seventy-five Thousand Dollars ($75 , 000 . 00) for the purpose of constructing
headworks facilities at the Littleton Sewage Treatment Plant, said sum to be raised
as follows: Town and State funds $18,750.00; State to reimburse the Town the sum
of $15,000.00; Federal funds up to $56,250.00; and to raise and appropriate the Town
and State shares by the issuance of Serial Bonds or Notes not to exceed $18,750.00,
under and in compliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act or of any
other enabling authority, and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such
Bonds or Notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon, and to take such other
actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of
such Bonds or Notes as shall be in the best interests of the Town of Littleton, and further,
to authorize the Selectmen to file an application for Federal Grant Assistance and to
allow the Selectmen to expend such monies as become available from the Federal Government
under the Financial Assistance Program of the Construction Grants section of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act, as amended (33 U.S.C . Section 1251 et seq.) and pass
any vote relating thereto.
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ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum not to exceed
Three Hundred Thousand Dollars ($300,000.00) to construct a 9,600 square foot building
for use as a fire station and to authorize the Selectmen to select and acquire the land
necessary for such fire station. Further, to raise One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100, 000. 0(
of said funds by the issuance of Serial Bonds or Notes under and in compliance with
the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (New Hampshire R .S . A . 33 . 1 et seq. as
amended) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such Bonds or Notes
and determine the rate of interest thereon, and take such other actions as may be necessary
to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of such Bonds and Notes as shall
be in the best interests of the Town
.
ARTICLE 18 . To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum not to exceed
Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000.00) for the purpose of acquiring real estate adjacent
to the Littleton Industrial Park located within the industrial zone; and further, to authorize
the Selectmen to take such actions as may be necessary to effect such purchase and
to authorize the Selectmen to sell and convey in whole or in part the real estate so acquired
at any time in the future on such terms as shall be in the best interests of the Town
and to take such other actions as may be necessary. This appropriation to be specifically
contingent upon the Town receiving the aforesaid sum by means of a grant or grants
from the Federal Government
.
ARTICLE 19 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Treasurer, with the
approval of the Selectmen, to appoint a Deputy Treasurer, said Deputy to be sworn,
and to have the powers of the Treasurer, and to be subject to removal at the pleasure
of the Treasurer , all in accordance with R .S .A. 41:29-a.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to close two certain unnamed roadways
created by layout on January 7, 1928, recorded in Vol. 21, Page 238 of the Littleton
Town Records and by layout dated March 19, 1910, recorded in Vol. 20, Page 197 of
said Town Records; said roadway running adjacent to and beneath the former Alexander
Casket Co . and Connors and Hoffmann buildings presently occupied by Kell-Tronics
Corporation, and further to authorize the Board of Selectmen to convey the said roadways
by quitclaim deed.
ARTICLE 21 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell and
convey the property acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's Deed, the sales to be
by public auction or by advertised sealed bids, or in such other manner as justice
may require as determined by the Selectmen
.
ARTICLE 22 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to borrow monies, from time to time, for current indebtedness of the Town for the ensuing
year, in anticipation of taxes to be collected for the year 1981 and to be paid therefrom.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to apply for, accept and expend money from the State, Federal or other governmental
unit or a private source which becomes available during the year in accordance with
the procedures set forth in R .S .A . 31: 95-b
.
ARTICLE 24 . To choose any other necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year
,
and to choose and elect any Agents or Committees which may be necessary to carry
into effect any vote that may be passed under the Warrant.




Given under our hands and seals this 13th day of February, 1981.
Lyle E . Bulis
Ronald C . Marsh
Richard L . Hill
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Littleton, New Hampshire 03561
Dear Board Members:
We have examined the financial statements of the Town of Littleton for the
year ended December 31, 1980, listed in the foregoing table of contents. Our
examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and included such tests of the accounting records as we considered necessary in the
circumstances
.
The financial statements of the Littleton Water and Light Department for the
year ended December 31, 1980, have not been included in the accompanying financial
report. However, we have issued our separate report thereon dated February 5, 1981.
The Town of Littleton has not maintained a record of its general fixed assets,
and accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets, required by generally
accepted accounting principles, is not included in the financial statements.
In our opinion, except for the effects of the omission of a statement of
general fixed assets, and the omission of the statements of the Littleton Water and
Light Department as discussed in the preceding paragraphs, these financial state-
ments present fairly the financial position of the Town of Littleton at
December 31, 1980, and the results of its operations and changes in financial
position for the year then ended, in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles applied on a basis consistent with the preceding year.
The accompanying supplemental information is not necessary for a fair presen-
tation of the financial statements, but is presented as additional analytical data.
This information has been subjected to the tests and other auditing procedures
applied in the examination of the financial statements mentioned above, and, in
our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the financial
statements taken as a whole.
Very truly yours,











Investments, At Cost ( Market $121,519 )
Taxes Receivable
Accounts Receivable
Due From Other Funds
Due From Other Governmental Units
Amount to be Provided For Retirement
of General Long Term Debt
Total Assets
LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Due to Other Funds
Due to Other Governmental Units
Deferred Revenue








Years Expenditures - ( Note 1 )
Undesignated - ( Deficit )
Total Fund Equity












































And Long Term Memorandum
Agency Debt Only







$ 333,895 $ 109,600 $2,300,344
c






$ 195,091 $ $ 195,091
52,153 93,630
86,651 581,638
$ 333,895 $ $ 870,359




COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES





















Excess of Revenues Over ( Under )
Expenditures
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES ( USES )
Operating Transfers In
Operating Transfers Out









General Government $ 234,192 $
Public Safety 371,475 55.,980













$3 ,759,509 $ 370,691 $ 10,675






$ (23,850) $ 31,315 $
Excess of Revenues and Other
Sources Over ( Under )
Expenditures and Other Uses
FUND BALANCES - January 1
Prior Period Adjustments - ( Note 5 )
FUND BALANCES - January 1 ( Restated )
FUND BALANCES - December 31

























































COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES - BUDGET AND ACTUAL
GENERAL AND SPECIAL REVENUE FUND TYPES











































Principal and Fiscal Charges
Total Expenditures














































Excess of Revenues and Other
Sources Over ( Under )
Expenditures and Other Uses
FUND BALANCES - January 1
Prior Period Adjustments - ( Note 5 )
FUND BALANCES - January 1 ( Restated )
FUND BALANCES - December 31
$ 24,236 $ (72,172) $ (96,408)
$ 73,645 $ 73,645 $
$ 73,645 $ 73,645 $
$ 97,881 $ 1,473 $ (96,408)
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Totals
Sp ;cia! Revenue Funds






Actual ( Unfavorable )
$
Budget Actual [ Unfavorable ]
$3 ,196,245 $3 ,099,674 $ (96,571)
124,700 128,903 4,203
254,983 204,642 (50,341) 717,338 650,729 (66,609)
5,376 4,807 (569) 5,376 4,807 (569)
1 71,500 91,520 20,020 71,500 91,520 20,020
2,093 15,863 13,770 33,699 52,386 18,687
$ 333,952 $ 316,832 $ (17,120) $4 ,148,858 $4 ,028,019 $ (120,839)
$ $ $ $ 230,074 $ 234,192 $ (4,118)
50,568 55,980 (5,412) 413,517 427,455 (13,938)







































































































NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1980
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The accounting policies of the Town of Littleton conform to generally accepted
accounting principles applicable to governmental units, except as indicated
hereinafter. The following is a summary of significant accounting policies.
Basis of Accounting
The accrual basis of accounting is followied by the Trust and Agency Funds.
The General Fund and Special Revenue Funds utilize the modified accrual basis of
accounting whereby revenues are recorded when measurable and available and
expenditures are recorded when the liability is incurred.
General Fixed Assets
As is the usual practice in the State of New Hampshire, fixed assets are not
capitalized in the accounting records when acquired. Funds used to acquire genera
fixed assets and/or make the debt service payments on borrowings in connection
therewith are accounted for as expenditures in the year payments are made.
Generally accepted accounting principles require that general fixed assets be
capitalized and accounted for in a separate fixed assets group of accounts.
Continued Appropriations
Appropriations for certain projects and specific items not fully expended at
year end are carried forward as continued appropriations to the new year in which
they supplement the appropriations of that year. At the year end, the continued
appropriations are reported as a component of the fund balances and are detailed
as follows:
GENERAL FUND
Christmas Lights $ 9,960
SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
Revenue Sharing
Library Paintings Restoration $ 1,635
Town Building Improvements 10,600
Library Renovations 5,447
Library Future Needs Study 264
Bridge Street Repairs 1,502
District Court
Bail Deposits and Partial Payments 12,069
$ 31,517
Investments
Investments in marketable securities are carried at cost.
Taxes Collected For Others
The Town collects taxes for Littleton School District and Grafton County
which are remitted to them as required by law. These funds are accounted for in
the general fund.
36
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - ( Continued )
Inter-Fund Transactions
During the course of normal operations, the Town has numerous transactions
between funds including expenditures and transfers of resources to provide
services, construct assets and service debt. The accompanying governmental and
fiduciary funds financial statements reflect such transactions as transfers.
Retirement System
Members of the Police Department and Fire Department are automatically members
of the New Hampshire Retirement System. Membership is voluntary to members of
the Highway Department and Town Offices. Under this plan, participants contribute
annually a percentage of compensation which is fixed by law and dependent upon
age when contribution begins. The Town's contribution rate for normal cost of the
plan is based upon an actuarial valuation of the state plan. In addition the Town
is contributing to the Special Legislative Annuity being paid monthly to retired
employees in accordance with RSA 100-A. The amount, if any, of the excess of
vested benefits over pension fund assets for the Town of Littleton is not available.
The Town has no past service cost obligation. The total pension cost to the Town
for the year was $29,561.
Property Taxes
Annually, the Town establishes an amount for abatement, discounts and refunds
of property and resident tax revenues known as "Overlay". All abatements,
discounts and refunds are charged to overlay.
As prescribed by law, the Tax Collector sells at tax sale, all uncollected
property taxes in the following year after taxes are due, where applicable. The
purchaser at tax sale has a priority tax lien on these properties and accrues
interest at 11% per annum. Delinquent taxpayers must redeem property from tax
sale purchasers.
Property is sold to the party who will accept a lien for the least undivided
interest in the property for payment of taxes and related costs due. If property
is not redeemed within the two-year redemption period, the property is tax deeded
to the lienholder.
PURPOSE OF FUND AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
The Town reports its activities in numerous individual funds to comply with the
limitations and restrictions placed on both the resources made available to the
Town and the services provided. Individual funds and account groups summarized
in the accompanying financial statements are classified as follows:
A. Governmental Funds
These funds are intended to provide recurring general services. They
are controlled by a budget approved by the voters.
General Fund - used to account for all revenues and expenditures which
are not accounted for in other funds or account groups.
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PURPOSE OF FUND AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
Special Revenue Funds - used to account for specific restricted revenue
and expenditures for various purposes. Receipts and expenditures of each'n
fund are governed by the terms of contractual agreements, statutes or
local law.
Capital Projects Funds - used to account for financial resources to be
used for the acquisition or construction of major capital facilities.
B. Fiduciary Funds
Trust and Agency Funds - these funds are used to account for assets heL|
by Town in a fiduciary capacity for various purposes including cemetery
operations- Receipts and expenditures of each fund are governed by
statutes or local law.
GENERAL LONG TERM DEBT
General long term debt is summarized as follows:
Interest Original Issue Maturity Outstanding
Rate Amount Date Date Balance
Sewer Bonds 3.10% $630,000 1963 1983 $ 90,000
South Street Sewer Notes 6.00% 98,000 1976 1981 19,600
$109,600
General long term debt transactions for the year ended December 31, 1980,
are summarized as follows:
Long Term Debt Outstanding - January 1, 1980 $315,076
Maturities 205,476
New Debt -
Long Term Debt Outstanding - December 31, 1980 $109,600
Aggregate maturities of the general long term debt for the four years





The New England Power Company settlement for abatement of real estate taxes
in the amount of $1,700,000 plus interest at 6% from March 1, 1975, was paid
in full in 1980.
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GENERAL LONG TERM DEBT - ( Continued )
At December 31, 1980, the Town has voter authorization to issue the follow-
ing additional general long term bonds or notes:
Sewer System Evaluation Survey - 1980 $ 15,000
Sewage Plant Headworks Facilities - 1979 62,500
Sewage Plans and Specifications - 1977 70,000
CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
The Town is contingently liable in respect of law suits and other claims
in the ordinary course of its operations. The settlement of such contingencies
under the budgetary process would require appropriation of revenues yet to be
realized and would not materially affect the financial position of the Town at
December 31, 1980.
PRIOR PERIOD ADJUSTMENTS
District Court - $2,202
To adjust to modified accrual
Highway Subsidy Funds - $1,970
This represents unexpended additional highway subsidy funds (Report
No. 3) which were not accrued at December 31, 1979.
Town Road Aid - $ 556
This represents unexpended balance from 1979-1980 funds which were
not accrued at December 31, 1979.
CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
The Town has received a Community Development Block Grant of $400,000 for
the Mill Street area development and townwide rehabilitation project. At
December 31, 1980 the $389,325 fund balance in the Capital Projects Fund repre-










Due From General Fund
Due From Federal Government
Due From State of New Hampshire
Total Assets
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Due to General Fund
Due to State of New Hampshire
Total Liabilities
Fund Balances
























Meter Subsidy Bond Aid Total








6,149 21,636 8,958 4,750
6,149 $ 21,636 $ 8,958 $ 4,750










COMBINING STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
ALL SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
















Excess of Revenues Over ( Under )
Expenditures
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES ( USES )
Operating Transfers In
Operating Transfers Out
Total Other Financing Sources ( Uses )
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources
Over ( Under ) Expenditures and
Other Uses
FUND BALANCES - January 1
Prior Period Adjustments - ( Note 5 )
FUND BALANCES - January 1 ( Restated )


































































































$ 4,114 $ 17,278 $ 556 168,210




COMBINING STATEMENT OF PRINCIPAL AND INCOME

























Total Expenditures and Transfers






















Capital Reserve Capital Reserve Other







$ 31,800 , $ 14,431 $ 221,892
23,627 , 7,423 73,187
$ 55,427 , $ 21,854 $ 295,079
$ 25,352
4,982 ,5 6,087 28,618








$ 3,675 $ 15,154
$ 31,800 $ 20,000 $ 34,511 $ 247,244
28,609 35,207 9,835 86,651




To the Citizens and taxpayers of Littleton:
In my third year as your Town Manager, I wish to inform you of
the following items which should be of interest to you.
At Town Meeting last year we were on a stand-by for funding of
the application we had made to the Federal Office of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) for a grant of Four Hundred Thousand Collars
($400,000.00) for the Mill Street Redevelopment Project, and housing
rehabilitation. When another town failed to meet the criteria they
had presented in their application, we were next in line and re-
ceived the grant. This delay set back the timing of the project,
but we are now progressing according to schedule. A further report
will be filed by the Project Director, Linda Clark.
We are presently operating the cardboard salvage at the town
dump. By referring to the proposed budget, you will see the cost
for this year and estimate for next year showing that we do not get
enough money from the material we sell to support the operation.
However, we have removed 170 tons of paper and cardboard. This does
extend the life of the landfill, thus providing the town a longer use
of the existing site, and extending the time before another site has
to be purchased - a definite saving.
We have also started a glass salvage operation and there, is a
container at the dump. You are requested to sort by colors: white,
brown and green. This is now on a voluntary basis and YOU ARE
URGED TO COOPERATE.
A control panel has been located in the Fire Department, which
consolidated all the alarms in one unit, thus making a much more
efficient method of answering any incoming calls.
The Revenue Sharing funds have been extended for another three
years by Congress; we should appropriate the funds for capital
improvements rather than for regular budget items.
It is now 12 years since the Town has had a tax revaluation
and the equalized valuation is down to ^5%. The cost of revaluating
the entire Town would be about $80,000. As the Revenue Sharing funds
are needed in many different areas of the Town, I recommend that
$30,000 be appropriated this year, $30,000 next year and the balance
needed the following year.
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HOW TO HANDLE A PROBLEM WITH TOWN GOVERNMENT
If you have a pro"blem relating to Public Works, call #5051 or
contact William Bedor; the Fire Department number is #2218 or contact
Fire Chief Richard MacKay; the Police Department is #2^22 or contact
Police Chief Marshall Hopkins. Taxes or office matters (other than
Town Clerk business) call #3996 or contact Harold Sanders.
If you are not satisfied with the answers or action you get
from these people, PLEASE contact me at #3996 or at my home #5^22.
Then, if we - your full-time employees - have not given you the
results you feel you should have, it is time to contact your elected






Statement of Receipts and Disbursements
For the Year Ending December 31, 1980.
RECEIPTS
Motor Vehicles-Permits Issued 3119,743.50
Dor Licenses Issued
113 © 36.00 3678.00
29 © 6.50 188.50
180 © 3.50 630.00
1 © 3.30 3.30
3 Q 3.00 9.00
1 © 2.50 2.50
10 © 2.00 20.00
2 © 1.50 3.00
3 Q 12.00 (Kennel) 36.00
•31570.30
Penalties
12 © 31.00 12.00
10 © $2.00 20.00
6 © 33.00 18.00
2 © $4.00 8.00
1 © $5.00 5.00
63.00
Less Fees
342 © .50 Each -Town Clerk 171.00
342 © .50 Each -State Treas.171.00
342.00 1,291.30
Dog Fines Collected 143.00
Filing Fees 32.00
3121,2,14.80
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ANNUAL PROPERTY INVENTORY FORM
Chapter 231, Laws of * 77, states that any person who fails to
file a fully completed inventory form on or before April 15th, unless
granted an extension, will be subject to a penalty of 1% of the
property tax, (a minimum of $10. 00 and not more than $50.00).
Selectmen shall first send notice of failure to file or failure to
file a completed inventory form to the property owner of record as
of April 1st, before the penalty can be imposed. The penalty is
part of the tax and should be billed with the annual property tax
bill.
UNPAID PROPERTY TAXES — 1980
URBAN
Allaire, Norman & Gail 327.98
Allison, Melody 823.19
Anderson, C. Joyce 124.50
Apotek, Inc. 908.85
Ash, David & Carolyn 410.85
Ash, Raymond & Carol 411.85
Barnett, Eleanor 112.05
Beane, Craig & Marilyn 732.06
Beard, William & Dora 578.97
Becker, Christine 19.92
Becker, Christine 148.40
Berger, Shephen 596. 11
Berry, John & Doris 496.01
Bixby, Howard & Ann 229.08
Blair, Geoffrey* Robin 786.84
Blodgett, Craig & Katherine 493.02
Blodgett, Craig & Katherine 618.52
Blodgett, Hazel 59.76
Bolduc, Alden 90.64
Bolduc, Henry & Marion 475.89
Bolduc, Roger & Margaret 344*62
Boulay, Michael & Linda 310.75
Bowles, David & Iona 474.10
Broome, Wilmer 114*54







Calvarese, Stedman & Joanne 518.92
Carignon, Richard 156.87
Caron, Leo & Ernestine 315.03
Carpenter, Allan 573.50
Carroll, R. Dennis 11,503.60
Champagne, Leon & Darleen 330.17
Champagne, Wendell & Ingeborg 474.39
Chase, Everett 45.82
Chase, Everett & Patricia " 571.70
Chase, Everett & Violet 636.44
Chase, Everett & Violet 463.64
Chase, Everett & Violet 639.93
Chase, Philip 112.05
Clough, David 159.36
Clough, David & Sherry 329.68
Corliss, Lawrence 52.29
Corliss, Lawrence & Marion 227.39
Courier Printing 99.60
Courier Printing 7,799.18








Curtis, Harvey & Patricia 641.92
Curtis, Woodbury 119.52
DeCoff, Peter & Cynthia 749.29
Dexter, Bernice Estes 74*70
Dexter, Dana & Pauline 366.62
Dodge, David & Jamie 397.90
Dodge, Franklin & Maureen 676. 08
Dodge, Franklin & Maureen 339.64
Drummond, Dorothy 164.34
Edwards, Ray & Linda 552.28
Ellingwood, 0. Dan & Donna 317.72
Ellingwood, 0. Dan & Donna 844.11
Ellingwood, Wm. & Marcia 782.86
Elliott, Ira 251.49
Eoute, Harriett 624.29
Fekay, Dennis & Doris 773*39
Fisher, Robert & Helen 220.77
55
Fitzgerald, James & Barbara 104. 58
Fletchers Northern Corp. 308. 76
Folsom, Arthur Jr. 587.24
Forest, Francis & Rachel 1,772.88
Fulford, Joanne 21+. 90
Gagnon, Joseph & Freida 848.59
Gallen, Hugh 3,323.69
Gauthier, Richard & E. Houle 139.44
Girard, Pauline 310.05
Girouard, Gilles & Gail 110. 56
Girouard, Gilles & Gail 1,319*70
Godbout, Donald & Maureen 1,132.45
Goodness, Malcolm Estate 114.54
Gorham, Albert 145.17
Graham, John & Ruth 972.59
Gwynn, Russell & Elizabeth 858.55
Hagan, Peter 158.12
Haggett, Fred & Janice 669. 81






Henderson, James & Lynn 708.45




Hill, Robert & Hazel 170.12
Holmes, Lawrence 747.00
Holt, Keith & Sharon 396.91
Howe, Wayne 98.98
Humphrey, Terrance & Helen 137.67
Huntoon, Joyce 114*54
Huntoon, Mary 49.80
Jackson, Larry & Diana 405.37
Jackson, Martin & Theresa 677.78
Jackson, Timothy 284.97
Jam Enterprises 1,370.99
Jasak, V. Jean 1,316.71
Jasak, V. Jean & Stanley 1,888.91
Johnson, Jonathan & Patricia 806.26
Johnson, Donald 74.70
Kelley, Guy & Geralyn 776.18








Laflamme, Oliver & Marjorie 162.31




Larose, Brian 569. 21
Laveau, Theresa 154.38
Leach, Paul & Patricia 114.34
Leslie, Jean 6 10. 85
Lets on, Edward 772.90
Littleton Sand & Gravel 30.88
Live - in Projects 823.19
Lloyd, Herbert & Faye 1,164.62
Locke, Dennis 90.64
Lucas, Robert 89.64
Maclver, Glen & Nancy 783.35
MacKay, Kenneth & Betty 672.80
Manning, Warren 134. 46
Marvin, Ronald & Judith 840. 13
Marvin, Ronald & Judith 79.68
Marvin, Ronald & Judith 57.27
Mason, Roger & Robin 104.58
Mason, Roger & June 263.74
Meunier, Joseph & Elizabeth 432.06
Miller, Dean & Cheryl 473.90
Miller, John E. 417.32
Mitchell, Dale & Eleanor 533*66
Mitchell, Dale & Eleanor 846. 60
Mitchell, Lawrence & Donna 149*40
Mooney, Clyde & Mary 224.10
Moore, Eddy & Dawn 1,177*27





Newton, Vaughn & R. Marvin 570.71
Newton, Vaughn & Rita 19*92
Newton, Vaughn & Rita 1,220.40
Niles, Carroll 74. 7^
Noyes, Donald 50.30
Noyes, Robert M. 119.52
57
Owen, Donald 491.03
163.73Paradice, Arthur & Violet
Paradice, Arthur & Violet
Paradie, Richard





Pedrick, Richard & Sharoi
Peltier, Raymond & Donna
Perkins, Carroll
Perkins Resort -o^, (m*» 13
Pierce, Patricia 561.74
Pilotte, Paul & Lorraine ^01.99
Place, Shirley














l t, urray 149.40
Plante, Shirley 73.70
Newman, Helen Poole 400.00
Poppe, John 1,158.35
Quail, Leonard & Carmela 976.08
Rayno, Robert 346.10
Richards, Edwin & Marsha 926.58
Richards, Wm. & Nancy 1,008.45
Roberts, Wm. 749*99
Robinson, Harriett IO8.36
Rothney, Wm. & Patricia 795.11
Saranac Refrigerated Warehouse 5 f 889.35
Schoff Lumber 2,474.56
Schoff Lumber 127.99
Sgrulloni, Charles & Barbara 999.78
Sibley, Susan 332.17
Sidney, Raymond & Silvia 384*95
Six - J - Sports 3,249.95
Skinner, Michael & Everett 44« 82
Small, Ronald & Sally 848. 09
Small, Ronald & Sally 74.70
Smith, Donald & Margaret 5,246.43
Smith, Jerry & Donna 281. 1?
Smith, Richard & Louise 59*76
Spinelli, Elizabeth 407.36
Stanley, Beverly 144«47
Stevens, Frank & Victoria 64. 74





Thompson, Roland & Joan 1,526.37
Towle, Lawrence 482.86
Union Hall 5,224.02
Walker, Dale & Dawn 419.81
Wells, Gilbert & Sandra 258.35
Wentworth, Harry Jr. 394.71





UNPAID PROPERTY TAXES — 1980
RURAL
Adams, Melvin & Donna 332.08
Alexander, Mark & Constance 502.86
Balcom, Neil & Edith 593.86
Brooks, Charley & Marcia 92.68
Brooks, Charley & Marcia 269.96
Brooks, Ralph & Esther 282.73
Burlock, Bernard & Joyce 636.46




Champagne, Leland Estate 329.82
Champagne, Stephen 17»75
Chase, John & Cynthia 563.99
Childs, Frank 237-42
Christie, James 45«36
Craigie, Bruce & Brenda 50*00
Day, Ronald 370.74
Diversi, Ronald 464. 90





Edwards , Joyce 484. 6
2
Erskine, Hollis & Eleanor 906.91
Fadden, Richard 1,136.65
Fenoff, Gordon 301.22
Ferrari, Jerry & Judith 600.00
Gertsel, Fred 121.77
Gilman, Clarence Estate 17.26
Girouard, Gail 335.73
Graramo, Robert & Feme 166.63
Grammo, Robert & Feme 460. 46
Chocorua Forestlands 7*89
Hartlen, Wayne 53.24
Hepburn, Samuel & Susan 791.27
Hyland, Kerwin & Jean 70.01
Hyland, Kerwin & Jean 62.12
Hyland, Kerwin & Jean 70.99
Ilacqua, Anthony & Carol 789.29
Just, Richard & Irene 163.68
Kimball, Jimmy & Sally 725.49
Kirme, Horace Jr. 59* 16




Larrivee, Arthur & Jean 319.46
Larrivee, Lorraine 1,111.22
Leonard, Donald & Ruth 258.83
Littleton Sand & Gravel 133.11
Littleton Sand & Gravel 195.97
Littleton Sand & Gravel 44*62
Lloyd, Faye & Susan Roper 416.09
Louis, David & Gloria 141.98
Macey, Raymond & Sonya 872. 12
MacKay, Delia 47.82




Paradice, Arthur & Violet 77.89











Richardson, J.E. Estate 19.72
Sherburne, Rodney & Katherine 16.06
Snowy Knoll 410.18
Stefanowich, Iris &. VI. Melcher 81.67
Stone, Francis 187.83
Tait, Robert 2,389.57
Tewksbury, Alan & Lynn 1,234.97
Thompson, Albertine 97.40
Thompson, Jeanette 27.52
Thompson, Wilfred & Janice 300.73
Tilton, Earl & Margaret 963.54
Towle, Lawrence & Elizabeth 15.78
Towle, Lawrence & Elizabeth 2.96
Towle, Lawrence & Elizabeth 545.75
Towle, Lawrence & Elizabeth 697.6O
Turgeon, Donald & Judith 674.92
Wentworth, Harry 26.13
Vfhiting, Frank & Louisa 375.67
Wright, Frank & Violet 683.30
Yeargle, David 147.90




Daniel G. Powers 152.19
Robert Tait 301.84
61
































































































































































































































































































































































































UNPAID RESIDENT TAXES - 1980
Lambert, Mrs. Everett
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LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN,
LITTLETON BOARD OF SELECTMEN
TO: Citizens of Littleton
Last spring a backhoe and front-end loader were purchased for
the Public Works Department. There was much controversy concerning
the selection of the loader. A performance demonstration of loaders
which met specifications was held at a local gravel pit. The pur-
chase was "based on the results of that competition.
With any equipment purchase, meeting specifications should be
the criteria for initial consideration. The final selection should
be based on performance, with price being a determinative of getting
the best we can afford.
The Zoning Ordinance is effective. The Zoning Officer, Planning
Board and Board of Adjustment are working in harmony. Orderly growth
is in the best interest of Littleton.
Members of the Littleton Industrial Development Corporation
have been working diligently towards development of the Industrial
Park. The competition for potential tenants is high. Thus, progress
is slow. In time, the perseverance of this group will yield results,
providing new jobs and an expanded tax base for our community.
Obtaining the highest utility for our municipal dollar is a
continual challenge. Efficiency improvements in each department
are necessary but not easy to achieve.
Tax assessments have reached the point of inequity. This con-
dition will have to be addressed in the near future.
Our problems are not insoluble. Littleton's future appears
bright. Many of our citizens and area residents are active as
businesses, individuals, and through civic organizations investing
their time and money for the enhancement of our Town. A continuous
flow of sound ideas and constructive comments is essential to insure
success.
Sincerely,




PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS
STREETS AMD HIGHWAYS ;
There was not so much snow during the Winter of 1980, so we were
not plowing, sanding and salting as often. Lack of snow created more
problems with frozen culverts and ditches, so it took many manhours
to keep these open. In a normal winter it usually takes six to ten
cylinders of propane gas to run the boiler; this past season we used
fifty-four (5^) cylinders plus tons of salt and chloride. Also, we
cleared dead trees and brush along roadsides; the wood was hauled to
the Town Garage for the furnace.
This past summer we oiled the following streets and roads:
Mann's Hill, McDade Road, Birchcroft Road, Gold Spring Drive, Hill
Street and Hill Street Extension, Garleton Street, Tamarac Street,
West Elm and West Elm Extension, Fairview and Fairview Extension,
Rock Strain Drive, Sunset Drive, Highland Avenue from Gray Oil to the
Brook Road, Foster Hill from the old Moore property to Ingalls',
Girard Road off Slate Ledge and the Slate Ledge Road. Before the
oiling, we reconstructed Slate Ledge from the Hicks' turn to Marsh
property
.
The sweeper was out cleaning up; reusable material was hauled
back to the Town Garage, and the rest to the dump for cover. Repair
work was done to the Old Waterford Road, digging out stones and
repatching.
We removed about 1200 yards of gravel from the river in front
of the Manseau property on the Lisbon Road; this was hauled to the
Treatment Plant stockpile. Catch basins were cleaned and many had
to be repaired, as they constantly deteriorate and cave in. The
grader worked on the gravel roads and crushed gravel was hauled onto
these roads to try to keep them passable. Our ditching continues,
and this material is taken to the dump for cover.
Our TRA project was the backside of Mt. Eustis, starting at the
top of the hill and ending in front of the dump site. This included
cutting brush and trees, replacing culverts, excavating and hauling
in sub-base gravel and crushed gravel. This will be oiled or hot




Sidewalks were repaved on Redington Street, South Street, Clay




We installed fifteen (ljj) septic systems this season, in
addition to replacing 200 ft. of 6" sewer line on Upper Elm Street.
We also flushed and rodded a number of lines around Town.
DUMP;
We worked on the cardboard operation, hauling out some and
loading the hired trucks, after we started shipping by trailer. We
also got the site ready for the glass box.
Six hundred yards of sand were hauled from the Town pit during
late fall to use for cover.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM J. BEDOR
Superintendent of Public Works
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LITTLETON POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
The Littleton Police Department made a total of 836 arrests
during 1980 . These included 599 motor vehicle arrests, 200 criminal
arrests and 37 juvenile offenses.
Speeders again lead the motor vehicle arrest record with a total
of 200, inspection violation with 172 and D.W.I. 's with 79 • There
were 105 breathalyzer tests given; of these, there were 91 male and
14 female operators, representing 73 town residents and 32 non-resi-
dents. The majority of these cases fell in the 17 to 25 year age
bracket. There were nine non-prosecuted cases which fell below the
.10 BAG and four cases are still pending in the courts.
There were a total of 208 accidents during the year resulting in
injuries to 17 persons, with no fatals reported. These included 2
motorcycles, 2 bicycles and 5 pedestrians. The majority of these
accidents occurred on straight dry roads at the peak traffic periods
of 8 AM, 12 Noon and between 4; 00 and 5:00 in the afternoon. There
were 200 male operators involved against 99 female, a ratio of 2 to 1.
In the criminal categories there were 200 arrests made in 1980.
Fraud and forgery accounted for 15, larceny for 23 and narcotic and
related matters for 1^4-; 76 arrests covered other less serious offenses.
In the larceny/theft categories, there were numerous items stolen,
totaling $110,5^-7.00, of which the police recovered $84,357.00. This
was a total recovery of 76 percent.
Juvenile crime totals for 1979 and 1980 were the same - 37-
However, there was a marked increase in the possession and use of
narcotics, marijuana, 2 against 8. Burglary rose also with 6 against
14. This represents a rise of 400 percent in narcotics abuse cases
and 200 percent in the burglary statutes. Although the numbers are
small in actual cases, it does show a trend toward an increased use
of narcotics in the Town of Littleton and the surrounding area. The
Littleton Police Department shall concentrate more effort toward the
reduction of such criminal activity in the future by means of pres-
sure placed on the street level and educational programs geared
toward the school children and the general public.
It is my sad duty to inform you of the intended retirement of
Deputy Chief Roger Caswell, after 20 years of devoted service to this
community. It will be a great loss of training and experience which
can never be replaced. We, the men and women of the Littleton Police
Department, wish the Chief and his family a long and healthy retire-
ment.
Respectfully submitted,
MARSHALL L. HOPKINS, SR.
Police Chief
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LITTLETON FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
In 1980 the department responded to one hundred
fifty-four emergency calls. I would like to report that
the Northern Pack Mutual Aid system we belong to is
working out excellent. Generally speaking, when we need
assistance, the towns called are Bethlehem and Dalton.
This is understandable due to the fact that they are ao
close, and response time and back-up is cut to the mini-
mum time. We in the fire service know that the faster
the response time to an emergency fire call, the better
the odds are of saving lives, structures and keeping fire
damage down. The Littleton P.D. and the Bethlehem
F.D. have worked together for years aiding each other in
assistance. The Dalton F.D. has grown in the last few
years adding more fire fighting pieces. This also helps
our fire protecting strength and gives us great back-up
on calls to Route 135, the Dalton Road. Of course in any
mutual aid system, it is the reassurance of knowing that
if the situation requirers more help and equipment, it
is just a call away.
The Fire-Police Organization, which was formed a few
years ago, also plays an important part in our mutual
aid system. They have dedicated their time in assisting
us, when called for, during emergency situations which
also aids in our efficiency in fighting fires.
Last April our new engine was delivered - a 1980
G.M.C. 1,000 G.P.M. single stage pumper. I am very happy
to report that we have had no problems with the truck,
and its performance has been excellent. The truck is
very well- "balanced, which makes over-the-road traveling
much safer and easier. The gear ratio meets the town's
requirements perfectly. Hill climbing power is very adequate
for the town and needless to say, we do have a few hills
to climb. The pumpls performance has been tested in many
drills and actual fires with no faults. This is a fine
piece of fire fighting apparatus which will give our
town many years of service.
The department hosted a fire school this fall with
invitations to the surrounding towns. Classes were held
in self-contained breathing apparatus, forcible entry,
search and rescue, water application to a fire and ven-
tilation. The school was a success and hopefully a little
knowledge was gained by all.
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The chimney Inspections and wood stove installation
inspections are working out very well. The biggest share
of inspections have been very neat and fire safe jobs.
Of course the first step to burning wood is to check the
condition of tne chimney. If the chimney is not tile
lined or double bricked, it is automatically not feasible
or recommended to burn wood in it. The general public
seems to be much more aware of the hazards involved in
burning wood. This is believed because of the many calls
we have received and the inspections we have completed.
If wood burning Is being considered, the first and most
important thing is to have a fire safe set-up. The de-
partment has many wood safety pamphlets and we are al-
ways available to answer any questions.
The Honeywell Company has installed for us a new
fifty unit panel board for tne 24 hr. dispatch and
alarm coverage. We have always had the 24 hr. alarms and
dispatch coverage, but this system makes for a much easi-
er and more efficient way of coverage due to the fact it
is one compacted numbered unit. Again, it aids in a quick-
er response time to both tne police department and the
fire department.
The department is now working on a if- ton Jeep pick-
up which was purchased through Civil Defense. This unit
will be used for grass fires and forest fires and any-
thing else for practical use. The unit should be a big
help and quite useful to the department.
In closing, the Littleton Fire Department would like





LITTLETON PI HE DEPARTMENT
REGULAR MEN
Chief- Richard
























































Chimney Fires 35 Non Fire 6
Sprinklers 1 Oil Burners 9
Brush Fires 8 Electrical 10
Smoke Scares 9 False Alarm 17
Mutual Aid 5 Gas Spill 7
Grass Fires 8 Dump 6
Auto Fires 14 Wood Problems 4
Structural 12 Bomb Scare 4
Incinerators
PERMITS ISSUED
43 Brush & Outside 310
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FIRE DEPARTMENT VEHICLES
1931 American Lafranee Pumper 1000 Gpm.
1958 Dodge Maxim Pumper 500 Gpm.
1964 American Lafranee Pumper 1000 Gmp.
1980 GMC Pumper 1000 Gpm.
1947 Chevrolet Ladder
1971 Dodge Tanker 1300 Gal's.









In the spring I attended a two-day seminar sponsored "by
State Headquarters to update all Town Directors on their duties
and responsibilities.
I was able to obtain a thousand sand bags for the Highway
Department in anticipation of a heavy spring run-off, and I
offered a radiological monitoring course to anyone interested.
This course will be offered again in 1981.
The program papers for fiscal year 1981 were approved by






Approximately 135 Zoning Permits were issued for the year 1980,
realizing $675*00 from the $5.00 fee charged for each.
These Permits were for new home building, renovations, signage,
fences, swimming pools, tool sheds, wood sheds, garages, barns, car-
ports, sun decks, porches, etc.
A new law passed 1979 > PSA 155^ regarding the operation of
gravel pits, entails a three-step procedure to obtain a permit to
open, maintain and close said pits.
This year has seen the preserving of a relic of yester-year,
namely the Lane House and Heritage House Apartment Complex, which
opened in June for residency for senior citizens; also there was
the passing of a relic - the demolition of the Tilton House. There
is a new office building located on the Lisbon Road housing the
Unemployment Office, plus there were major renovations of the
Littleton Savings Bank. These are just a few of the interesting
sites one can view in Littleton.
The year 1981 should see some new changes with the Community






Once again the Littleton Planning Board has had considerable turnover in
personnel with Bill Hight being the most senior member and myself coming in
second.
New members include Roger Armstrong as secretary, Roland Taylor,
George Riach, and most recently Chan Aldrich.
Brien Ward, Milton Bratz, Dr. Charles Copenhaver and Courtland Quimby
are no longer on the Board, with the exception of Mr. Quimby serving as an
alternate.
The Planning Board approved 21 subdivisions during the year and
requested a permit be granted for one Gravel Pit.
The services of North Country Council have been used to make some
proposed amendments to the subdivision regulations, which will be voted on
during the January 1981 meeting.
These amendments mainly bring our regulations into line with changes
made by the State during the year.
The most costly change is in the definition of "abutter" -an "abutter" is
now any person who owns land within 200 feet of the boundries of the land under
consideration.
Since this definition has been in effect, most lots within town average 20-25
abutters instead of 4 or 5. As it costs $2.20 a piece to notify abutters, this cost
will be assessed to the sub-divider upon approval of the new amendments.
The new amendments will also make it unnecessary for two landowners
changing a property line to apply for a subdivision.
Lastly, there will be for the first time an application form for those
contemplating a subdivision. This will clear up at least some of the confusion as
to whom to see first and what procedures to follow in subdividing. This
application form can also be used as a check-off list for the final Plat which is
submitted at the second meeting.
The Board meets the First Wednesday of every month at 7:30 P.M. in the
Town Building. Anyone contemplating a subdivision should get all the
information possible to the Planning Board for a preliminary hearing and in most





LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT REPORT
This is a brief summary and description of various
projects that the Littleton Water and Light Department
has performed in the last year, starting January 1, 1980
to December 31, 1980.
1. Install various new electric line extensions
for both new homes and businesses.
2. Install new water lines for various developments
and businesses, also for individual residential homes.
3. Install new hydrants.
4. Complete preliminary engineering study required
by the Safe Water Drinking Act.
5. Relocate 1.7 miles of the old 3315 line for the
new 1-93.
6. Clean and flush out the sedimentation basin at




Clean out the deep well on the Brickyard Road
by acid treating it. Also, recondition pump at the
Brickyard well.
8. Replace old poles.
9 Trim and cut trees that could be dangerous to
power lines.
10. Flush and maintain all the fire hydrants.
11. Replace insulators and cross arms on the 3315
line.
12. Purge all substation transformers with nitrogen.
13. Test bore for potential deep wells.
All these major projects were completed along with






OF AN EXAMINATION AND AUDIT
OF THE ACCOUNTS AND RECORDS
OF THE
LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1980
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Mtmbel ol tlic Nitionil Society of Public Account
MARTIN, THOMAS, HENNESSEY & DRISCOLL
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
BOX 259
LITTLETON, N. H. 03561
RUSSELL K MARTIN. PA
ROBERT H THOMAS. CPA
EDWARD A HENNESSEY, CPA
DAVID J DRISCOLL. CPA
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
February 5, 1981
Board of Water and Light Commissioners
34 Main Street
Littleton, New Hampshire 03561
Gentlemen:
Submitted herewith is the report of the annual examination and audit of the
accounts of the Littleton Water and Light Department for the year ended
December 31, 1980.
One of the enclosed audit reports must be given to the Town Clerk for
retention as part of the permanent records.
The provisions of Chapter 71-a, Section 21, requires that the auditors'
letter of transmittal shall be published in the next annual report of the Town.
Publication of the Exhibits contained in this audit report is optional at the
discretion of the Board of Selectmen. This letter, however, must be published
in its entirety.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Littleton Water and Light
Department for their assistance during the course of the audit.
Very truly yours,
Martin, Thomas, Hennessey & Driscoll
Public Accountants
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Membo of the Ninom] Socfcry of Public Accounting
MARTIN, THOMAS, HENNESSEY & DRISCOLL
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
BOX 259
LITTLETON, N. H. 03561
RUSSELL K.MARTIN. PA
ROBERT H. THOMAS. CPA
EDWARD A. HENNESSEY, CPA
DAVID J DRISCOLL. CPA
LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
February 5, 1981
Certificate of Audit
We have examined the accounts and records of the Littleton Water and Light
Department for the year ended December 31, 1980.
Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and
such other auditing procedures as were considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and statements of sources of
revenues and expenditures present fairly the financial position of the Littleton
Water and Light Department at December 31, 1980, and the results of its operations
for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles applicable to governmental entities, applied on a basis consistent with
that of the preceding fiscal year.
Very truly yours,
Martin, Thomas, Hennessey & Driscoll
Public Accountants
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LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1980
1 ) Accounting Policies - The financial statements reflect the application of the
following accounting policies:
a ) Inventories are valued at cost on the first-in, first-out basis.
b ) The Company provides for depreciation on the straight-line method. The





















Gale River - Source of Supply








































2 ) Pension Plan
All eligible employees are covered under the New Hampshire Retirement
System. The Departments contribution to the plan was $5,872 in 1980
and $6,205 in 1979.
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EXHIBIT A
LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE COMBINED BALANCE SHEETS
DECEMBER 31, 1980 AND 1979
ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT INVESTMENT IN
88
19 8 19 7 9
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash on Hand and in Bank $ 330 $ 630
Cash - Savings and Certificates 487,164 400,722
Accounts Receivable 210,807 142,496
Inventory - Materials and Supplies - ( Note 1 ) 94,049 81,095
Prepaid Expenses - 9,422
Total Current Assets $ 792,350 $ 634,365
PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT - ( Note 1 )
Land and Structures $ 764,861 $ 767,221
Equipment 2,527,520 2,467,664
$3,292,381 $3,234,885
Less - Accumulated Depreciation 992,539 932,980
$2,299,842 $2,301,905
WATER DEPARTMENT $ 856,813 $ 928,969
Total Assets $3,949,005 $3,865,239












Total Current Liabilities $ 289,981 $ 340,402
CONTRIBUTIONS
In Aid of Construction
















LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT




RETAINED EARNINGS - December 31, 1979 $2,000,842 $ 573, 864 $2,574,706
Net Income For Year 131,590 74,753 206,343
RETAINED' EARNINGS - December 31, 1980 $2,132,432 $ 648,617 $2,781,049
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EXHIBIT C
LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET - LIGHT DEPARTMENT
DECEMBER 31, 1980 AND 1979
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash on Hand and in Bank
Cash - Savings and Certificates
Accounts Receivable
Customer Deposits - Savings Accounts
Inventory - Materials and Supplies - ( Note 1 )
Prepaid Expenses
Total Current Assets
PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT - ( Note 1 )
Land
ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT INVESTMENT IN WATER
19 8 19 7 9









Hydro Power $ 9,860 $ 9,860
Distribution System - Land and Rights 13,540 13,540
General Structures - Garage
Hydro-Generating Equipment
Reservoir, Dam and Waterway
Accessory Electrical Equipment
Transmission and Distribution System
Sub-station Equipment









Equipment and General Tools $ 217,235 $ 181 , 161
j
$1,472,148 $1,416,718
Less - Accumulated Depreciation 633 ,666 593,732
$ 23,400 $ 23,400
$ 67,529 $ 67,529
$ 57,111 $ 57,111
33,835 33,835
$ 90,946 $ 90,946






$ 994,179 $ 975,334
$ 78,859 $ 78,348
$ 838,482 $ 822,986
DEPARTMENT $ 856,813 $ 928,969
Total Assets $2,439,170 $2,361,122
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19 8 19 7 9




CONTRIBUTIONS IN AID OF CONSTRUCTION
$ 285,576 $ 339,118
21,162 21,162
RETAINED EARNINGS 2,132,432 2,000,842
Total Liabilities, Contributions and




LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF DEPARTMENTAL PROFIT AND LOSS - LIGHT DEPARTMENT
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1980 AND 1979







Depreciation - ( Note 1 )
GROSS PROFIT FROM REVENUES
GENERAL EXPENSES
Office Salaries











New Hampshire - Vermont Hospitalization Service
Employees' Retirement - State of New Hampshire -
( Note 2 )
Data Processing












































Miscellaneous Sales and Purchases
Pole Rental













$ 131,590 $ 54,554
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EXHIBIT E
LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEETS - WATER DEPARTMENT
DECEMBER 31, 1980 AND 1979






Gale River - Source of Supply
Artesian Wells









19 8 19 7 9
CURRENT ASSETS
Accounts Receivable $ 20,870 $ 3,372
Inventory - Materials and Supplies - ( Note 1 ) 27,605 20,884
Prepaid Expense - 942
Total Current Assets $ 48,475 $ 25,198







$ 673,932 $ 676,292







$1 ,146,301 $1 ,141,875
$1 ,820,233 $1 ,818,167
358,873 339,248
$1 ,461,360 $1 ,478,919
Less - Accumulated Depreciation
Total Assets $1,509,835 $1,504,117
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LIABILITIES, CONTRIBUTIONS AND RETAINED EARNINGS




$ 4,019 $ 1,284
386
Total Current Liabilities $ 4,405 $ 1,284
CONTRIBUTIONS
Electric Department Investment in
Water Department 856,813 928,969
RETAINED EARNINGS 648,617 573,864
Total Liabilities, Contributions
and Retained Earnings $1,509,835 $1,504,117
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EXHIBIT F
LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF DEPARTMENTAL PROFIT AND LOSS - WATER DEPARTMENT
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1980 AND 1979
19 8 19 7 9
OTHER INCOME
OPERATING REVENUE




Depreciation - ( Note 1 )
$ 15,118 $ 11,475
36,878 21,191
19,854 19,671
$ 71,850 $ 52,337
$ 93,232 $ 108,079GROSS PROFIT FROM OPERATIONS
GENERAL EXPENSES
Office Salaries












New Hampshire - Vermont Hospitalization Service
Employees' Retirement - State of New Hampshire -
( Note 2 )
Data Processing
NET INCOME FROM OPERATIONS $ 50,511 $ 72,301
OTHER DEDUCTIONS
Interest - 1,457
















$ 42,721 $ 35,778
50,511 $ 70,844
Miscellaneous Sales and Purchases 24 ,242 16 ,595
NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR $ 74,753 $ 87,439
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EXHIBIT G
LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE COMBINED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1980 AND 1979
19 8 19 7 9
WORKING CAPITAL PROVIDED BY
Operations For Year
Net Income
Add Expenses Not Requiring Outlay of
Working Capital Current Year
Depreciation
Increase in Contributions in Aid of Construction
TOTAL WORKING CAPITAL PROVIDED
WORKING CAPITAL APPLIED TO
Additions to Property, Plant and Equipment
INCREASE IN WORKING CAPITAL
WORKING CAPITAL - Beginning of Year















$ 502,369 $ 293,963
CHANGES IN WORKING CAPITAL












INCREASE IN WORKING CAPITAL









$ 208,406 $ 137,815
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LITTLETON PUBLIC LIBRARY REPORT
Betsy Eaton resigned as Head Librarian in May, and
Kathryn Wendelowski was hired to replace her.
The library had a very successful year on all
levels -- circulation increased, income from the Book
Sale broke $1000.00, the Summer Reading Program had a
record number of children completing the program, and a
literature course for adults required a second session.
With the help of the New Hampshire Commission on the
Arts, there were three outstanding programs for children:
Peter Jennings, story teller: Monkey, drama group; and
Peter Driscoll, mime. Norton Pike Company financed the
Summer Reading Program and a mask-making workshop in
February.
The literature course, "Emily Bronte Talks With
D.H. Lawrence," was sponsored by a grant from the New
Hampshire Council for the Humanities. When it was filled
to capacity, a second session was funded by the New
Hampshire Charitable Fund.
The noon-time film program was continued, and a
three-week film series for teenagers was held. The films
were borrowed from the State Library and the University
of New Hampshire.
The entries in the Craft Contest for National
Library Week in April brightened up the library after the
long snowless winter. They were displayed for two days
in the Reading Room and Reference Room.
One of the paintings in the library, "Winter on
Mount Washington," by William Halsalls was loaned to the
University of New Hampshire as part of a travelling
exhibit of White Mountain art. The show will be at
Dartmouth College from March 6 through April 19, 1981.
The Board of Library Trustees hired an architect to
do a space needs study of the library building to
determine where to locate the necessary fire exit from
the second-floor children's room. The architect devised
a plan to build an enclosed stairway which could
eventually house an elevator to make the library
accessible to the handicapped.
A Friends of the Library group was started, and
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their first effort was decorating the library for
Christmas. The tree was donated by Doug Brown,
retrieved by Bob Topping and trimmed by elves from the
Junior American Legion Auxiliary. The wreaths on the













NH Council for the Humanities
Eagles Auxiliary










































1980 (Oct. '79-Sept. '80) was a very busy and productive year
during which almost 2500 persons were admitted to the hospital for
in-patient care. The nature of illness and surgery of these in-
dividuals was of a higher than average degree of complexity treated
in small community hospitals. In spite of the nature of the case,
the average length of stay in Littleton Hospital was below national
averages. A short hospital stay is both psychologically and
physiologically desirable for patients as well as financially
beneficial. From a medical point of view a shorter stay indicates
effective and appropriate care by physicians and hospital staff.
In addition to these patients, 219 new residents were delivered
to North Country parents in the hospital's fully modernized obstet-
rics unit.
More than 9500 individuals were provided emergency treatment
by highly trained and specially skilled physicians and nurses who
staff the 24 hour-a-day emergency department.
Statistical data on ancillary tests and treatments reinforce
the statement that the hospital was very busy serving as a community
health resource for both residents and visitors of the area.
The hospital received a two year accreditation from the Joint
Commission on Hospital Accreditation. This professional stamp of
approval brings great satisfaction to all who participated in the
preparation for this bi-annual visit. The performance of the
hospital as a high-quality health care center is fully acknowledged
by the JCAH accrediting decision.
The administration and employees of the hospital continue to
develop higher professional skill levels and management techniques
in order to better serve our patients in a timely and cost effective
way.
Volunteers and Auxilians have established a wider range of
patient services to make hospital stays more pleasant for both
patients and visitors.
Public response to the many personal and organizational ini-
tiatives made in 1980 has been positive. More than 98% of patients
who evaluate their hospital stay do so with favorable comments.
Littleton Hospital remains committed to continuing to climb





The following information will summarize the activi-
ties of White Mountain Mental Health Center and T.E.M.P.O
Workshop during 1980. We ask that the citizens of our
catchment area vote to approve $1.25 per capita to help
defray the cost of providing essential mental health and
rehabilitation services. Our goal is to continue to pro^
vide sound and necessary services in an efficient and
effective manner.
White Mountain Mental Health Center
Clinical Activity:
Our level of services increased dramatically during
calendar year, 1980. This would appear to indicate the
accessibility and local appreciation of our services.
1979 - Clients enrolled - 506
1980 - Clients enrolled - 635
Increase Clients enrolled - 129
number of sessions - 2434
number of sessions - 4889
number of sessions - 2455
Additionally, we continue to provide consultation to
area hospitals, other health care providers and human ser-
vice providers.
Services Provided:
1. Outpatient counseling - we have our central
office in Littleton and three satellite offices to help
extend the availability of our services. The services
offered include individual counseling, marital therapy,
family therapy, group therapy, and children's services.
2. Aftercare - providing services to patients dis-
charged from New Hampshire Hospital. This includes coun-
seling, day activities and psychiatric follow-up to assist
this population in returning to their communities.
3. Emergency services - a 24-hour, 7-day a week pro-
gram that meets the needs of those individuals requiring
immediate crisis care.
4. Inpatient care - hospitalization is provided
with the cooperation of our local hospitals.
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5. Social, psychological and psychiatric evalua-
tions - services which are provided to schools, court,
state and federal agencies.
6. Psychiatric consultation - consultation provided
to individual clients, schools, courts, physicians and
local hospitals.
7. Alcoholism services - including direct service
to clients, as well as consultative and preventive pro-
grams .
8. Sponsorship of D.I.A.L. - a drug information and
hot-line center which frequently functions as a drop-in
center
.
9. Consultation and Education - indirect service to
other health care providers. These include case consulta-
tion and in-service training to hospital personnel,




T.E.M.P.O. is a rehabilitation facility which offers
service to the developmentally and physically impaired.
During 1980, we increased the number of clients served by
15%.
The services offered include the following:
1. Work Activities - a pre-vocational program stres-
sing cognitive development, socialization, recreation,
activities of daily living and other vocationally related
activities .
2. Sheltered Workshop - this program is best des-
cribed as sheltered employment. A work environment is
structured such that it meets the needs of the individual
client. The clients are paid for the work they perform.
Additionally, we provide training around necessary skills
for independent living.
3. Work Adjustment - this program is designed to
place the client in an independent work situation.
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I hope that this information is helpful in giving
you some insight into the services provided by our Agency
We are a non-profit organization affiliated with Northern
New Hampshire Mental Health Center. We have an Advisory
Council of 23 area citizens, with a broad geographic
representation. Three of our council members sit on the
13-member Regional Board of Directors for Northern New
Hampshire Mental Health Center. Once again, your under-







NORTH COUNTRY HOME HEALTH AGENCY
North Country Home Health Agency provides services to people in
their own homes who have health-related problems. Nursing visits are
provided for the chronically ill, for care following hospitalization
or for acute care in lieu of hospitalization. Physical Therapy and
Speech Therapy are available to homebound patients. The Homemaker/
Home Health Aides work with the nurses and therapists to assist with
personal care, light housekeeping and meal preparation, and other
health-related services aimed at keeping people independent in their
own homes for as long as possible.
Occupational Therapy service was added this year, to teach pa-
tients to cope with the activities of daily living.
Our Family Assistant Program is designed to help parents streng-
then child-rearing practices and cope with family related problems.
Our Public Health activities are aimed at prevention and early
intervention of disease, and include child immunization clinics, well-
child conferences, handicapped children's clinics, adult health
screenings and child dental screenings. Monthly well-child and immun-
ization clinics are now held in both the Littleton and Haverhill
areas, and three times a year in Lisbon and Lincoln. Health promo-
tions for the assessment of problems and newborn visits to infants
and mothers are also made. There is no charge for any of the clinics,
health promotions or newborn visits.
North Country Home Health Agency serves 15 towns in a 1200 sq.
mile area. Its main office is 60 High St. , Littleton, and there are
satellite offices in Lincoln and Woodsville.
Service for 1980 Clinics for 1980
Nursing Care 4366 Visits Well-Child & Immunizations ... 30
Physical Therapy 384 Visits Attended by: 442
Speech Therapy 89 Visits Handicapped Children 4
Home Health Aide 3111 Hours Attended by: 134
Homemaker 2979 Hours Dental Screening 6
Family Assistant 3407 Hours Attended by: 248
Newborns & Mothers 107 Visits Adult Health Screening
Health Promotions 294 Visits with the Lions Clubs 2
Attended by: 135
Services to residents of Littleton: 1448 Nursing Visits; 234
Physical Therapy Visits; 9 Speech Therapy Visits; 1306 Home Health





LITTLETON PARK COMMISSION REPORT
Ice skating became very popular during the Winter of 1979
due to the lack of snow. To help to service the demand for ice
time, an additional area was flooded at Remich Park and the tennis
courts at Apthorp Common were also flooded.
Skiing was limited at Mt. Eustis. An early storm and cold
weather in December provided some skiing over the Holiday Season.
Once again, the Outing Club and Park Commission are working
together to provide skiing to the community.
Dave Stoddard and Brien Ward worked the Biddy Basketball
program on Saturday mornings.
Softball and tennis tournaments were popular during the
Summer months. Under the direction of Pierre Lafitte and John
Simon, the 10-team men's league and U-team women's league provided
recreation and entertainment for many. Scott Gardner, with the
help of the Littleton COURIER, sponsored a number of tennis
matches during the Summer.
After a slow start, the swimming program and public swimming
ended another excellent season. Many thanks to Judi Cornelius
and Tracy Edgar.
The Remich Park and Apthorp Common Summer Youth Program was
very popular. Pierre Lafitte was again responsible for this
excellent program.
A number of improvements were made on the grounds and
buildings. The buildings at Remich Park and the common are being
weatherized to improve the conservation of energy.
The Park Commissioners wish to thank the people of our town
for supporting our programs and budget. We look to the future







LITTLETON CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT
This past year's members have been: Thomas Cuddihy,
Chairman and Secretary; Barbara Ashley, Treasurer; Sally
Haskell, Steve Plant, Kevin Doran, Raymond Schmitt, and
David Gilpin.
Our major accomplishment of the year was relocating
the public footpath right-of-way to the Kilburn Crags.
'This right-of-way is now in a convenient location on the
property over which it passes. The trail to the top was
marked. The trail is a good one, although there are many
downed trees and branches that must be cleared out of the
path. Clearing debris from the trail will be a project
for next year.
Ho one from Littleton was able to attend the Society
for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests Youth Conser-
vation Camp this year. Hopefully in the summer of 198l
the Conservation Commission can sponser two candidates to
the Camp.
The Commission plans to continue its role as a dis-
seminator of information about the ongoing recycling pro-
gram at the town dump.
The Dells continues to be well-used, and is in fine
shape. Clifford Santy was employed by the Commission to
perform maintenance work and litter pick up this past
summer. Our thanks goes to the town road crew for making
rubbish pick-ups at the Dells.
My sincere thanks to all the Commissioners for their
hard work and interest. My thanks also to Carl Schaller
and Bill Nichols for their support as active "non-members"
of the Commission, and to the members of All Saints'
Episcopal Church, who have permitted us to use their Par-





COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT OFFICE REPORT
With technical assistance from North Country Council, Inc. and
active participation from a volunteer Citizen's Advisory Committee,
the Town sponsored a $400,000 Housing and Urban Development (H.U.D.)
grant under the small cities program. The program was designed to
redevelop the Mill Street area and to provide home improvement funds
for rehabilitation of 25-30 structures of Littleton's existing hous-
ing stock. A Director for the Project was hired by the Town in Sept-
ember and an Administrative Assistant in October 1981.
The seven Mill Street properties are being appraised and exist-
ing land conditions are being surveyed prior to acquisition. Funds
have been allocated for a full planning and engineering study to
define projected road and area improvements, intended to facilitate
traffic flow and parking convenience. Numerous interviews have been
held with the property owners to coordinate efforts ensuring their
successful relocation. Clearance activities are scheduled for summer
of 1981.
Housing Rehabilitation program design was endorsed by the Citi-
zen's Advisory Committee and approved by the Selectmen. Varying lev-
els of financial assistance will be given eligible homeowners in the
urban compact area. Performance in this program will be highly rated
as a basis for future receipt of Federal monies for the necessary
improvement of Littleton's existing homes, as a component of the






President's Report for 1980
Use of the Community Center's house and annex con-
tinues to rise each year. During 1980, more than 19,800
were in attendance representing 101 different types of
functions.
In the past, the Center has had an open policy of
first come-first served. The only problem posed for
Hostess Ann Fillion is keeping a tight schedule to accom-
modate as many local groups wanting to hold a function.
This past year, through the positive vote at Town
Meeting, we were able to insulate the side walls of the
House and place storm windows on several windows on the
second floor. We are not yet able to evaluate fuel sav-
ings, but expect a savings in gallons. However, the es-
calating cost of fuel is estimated to bring us no more
than even with the previous year.
I have served as president of the Board of Directors
for the past three years. In leaving that position, I
will remain a director. It has been a pleasure to serve
with the other directors in seeing many improvements on
the property. It is my hope the community will contin-
ue to give its support in the future as it has in the
past.
The Community Center is one of the most vital facil-
ities for the Town's activities, especially for adults.
The House and Annex remain the only buildings on Main
Street depicting the grand era in Littleton's history.
It is my conviction, those buildings must be preserved
at all costs. For the next few years the citizens of
Littleton will be asked to support that preservation
by annual projects which will call for improvements to
the property.
It is also my hope that younger citizens of Little-
ton will lend their support by taking an active part
in the administration of the Community Center.
Appreciation is due all those who have faithfully
served the Center over the past several years. Special
thanks goes to Ann and John Fillion for their day-to-
day labor in seeing the programs run smoothly and the






Report of the Treasurer — December 31, 1980
Cash on Hand January 1, 1980
Check Book $ 4,387.17
Bank Book -#58445 924.47
Total $ 5,311.64
Income: BUDGET - 1981
Town of Littleton 20,600.00 $22,747.00
Picture Restoration 2,755.00
Donations 1,517.08 1,700.00
Phone Toll Call Refund 241.98
N.O.W. Interest 205.05 150.00
Wind Damage Insurance 83.80
Insurance Refund 2.72
Trust Fund Interest 1,481.81 1,475.00




Salaries: BUDGET - 1981
Hostess 5,732.48 6,360.00
Custodian 3,004.00 3,312.00
Vacation Assistance 100.00 200.00
Social Security 535.55 600.00





Phone Call Refunds 241.98
Electricity and Water 881.10 1,000.00





Balance on Hand December 31, 1980
Check Book 4,428.76
Bank Book #58445 2,674.82
Total 7,103.58
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Trust Funds: Principal Interest
Charles F. and Hattie Q. Bingham $2,000,002 $ 164.18
Charles B. and Katherine S. Henry 10,000.00 820.93
Chester F. Meacham 4,050.67 332.52
Ray T. Gile 2,000.00 164.18





A request has been made to use Revenue Sharing Funds to pay for
expensive repair work on the Main House. Figures are approximately
as follows:
New Roofing










WHITE MOUNTAINS REGION ASSOCIATION
SUMMARY OB
ACTIVITIES FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1980
— Revision of the hospitality listings for the State's
Lodging in New Hampshire Directory, 200,000 of which
were printed and distributed to travel centers throughout
the U.S. and Canada, and in response to thousands of
inquiries
.
— Revised/improved the Association's White Mountains Directory,
50,000 of which were inserted into the "Little Phone Book,"
and the remaining 50,000 were distributed in every U.S.
State and in every Canadian Province. In addition, the
larger State Highway Rest Areas, and Chambers of Commerce
Information centers, received bulk orders for distribution.
— The Association was a leading force in sponsoring a
Familiarization/Orientation seminar for the travel/recreation
industry. The seminar's purpose was "to increase awareness
of the region's travel/recreational assets, and to force a
stronger link between the various travel elements."
— The Association continued its participation with the State's
Office of Vacation Travel in the gasoline information
hot-line
.
— Assisted hotels and larger motels with bus tour information.
— Assisted the region's travel industry by providing special
information on "cash flow analysis" and on the "packaging of
vacations .
"
— The Association continued its support of many 4-H groups in
the region.
— The Association answered hundreds of telephone calls and
letters, many of them answered personally by the executive
director
— Cooperated with other organizations and agencies of the
region on projects designed to assist the economy in the
White Mountains Region.
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LITTLETON AREA HISTORICAL SOCIETY REPORT
The Littleton Area Historical Society continued an active, ongo-
ing year with ten meetings from March of 1980 thru December of 1980.
We participated again in our town's Labor Day Parade with an antique
1938 Oldsmobile car.
Our programs provided members and guests an opportunity to learn
more about our town's history and that of its surrounding area. A
highlight of the past year was the November 10th program, "Paddle,
Pung and Pullman", a slide program with sound depicting Littleton's
early history, with many of the photos coming from our own collection.
This valuable, educational program was given to Mary and Frances
Heald and our Society by Franklin and Helen Heald, members from Dur-
ham, New Hampshire. We now have a tangible and visual aid which can
be used in our schools and our community.
The Littleton Area Historical Society also implimented two coop-
erative programs, one with Sugar Hill and the other with the Ashland
Historical Society.
A first in 1980 was the invitation to join the Assoc, of Histor-
ical Societies of New Hampshire, which we did; and in June of 1981 our
Society will host one of four yearly meetings. This special program
will feature our town's collection of White Mountains paintings by
Edward Hill.
Another first was the Society's application for a speaker's
grant to the N.H. Council for the Humanities for Mr. Evangeline
Machlin's color slide presentation in Oct. of 1980, "Robert Frost;
The Man, His Work, and The Land". This program was excellent in its
content and presentation. We have been most fortunate again this
year in having the majority of our programs provided by local people
at little or no cost to our members.
We were again asked to file a report in the Town's Annual Re-
port of 1979.
Our Society is proud of the spirit of co-operation which active-
ly exists with the Littleton Tomorrow Pride Committee, the Chamber of
Commerce, and other local civic organizations. We provide a direct
source from which much valued information is given by our curator,
and her assistant as well as our first Vice President and our Histor-
ian, Mildred Lakeway, of whom we are most proud. Her article, " The
History of Littleton", in the 1980 Summer edition of "Outlook", pub-
lished by the White Mountains Region Association, was outstanding.
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The Society's museum, located in the basement of the town library,
is now in its third year having over 450 visitors ranging from the en-
tire Lakeway second grade to guests from the West Coast. A majority
of local visitors have been young people, many of whom have returned
several times. Numerous valuable contributions were received in 1980,
significantly adding to the Society's museum collection of Littleton
memorabelia.
Membership dues still provide the major source of income and,
1980 's membership drive was most successful with 24 new members,
bringing our total membership to 202. The monies donated were used
to help in the restoration of 11 White Mountain paintings in the Com-
munity Center. My thanks to this most important committee spearhead-
ed by Frances and Mary Heald.
Our Society was also successful through the long-term efforts of
Frances Heald in being granted a tax exempt status from Internal Rev-
enue Service.
The Executive Board met four times in 1980, and will continue to
actively function in 1981.
Your President extends grateful thanks again to the Society's
faithful members and all its executive officers and directors.
Thanks are also due to the Courier, The Caledonian, and WLTN,
all of whom continue to be most cooperative in doing our publicity.
We want to recognize again the Business Education Department of Lit-
tleton High School for the quality printing of our yearly program and
to Kathryn Wendelowski and the Library Board of Trustees for their
continued support and cooperation, and also to Ann Fillion and the
Board of Directors of the Community Center for their ongoing, gracious
hospitality.
We begin a new year in 1981 - a year of promise and excitement!
Littleton's History of 1905 is hopefully on the way to being updated,
and our town's valued paintings will continue to be restored. House
plaques are always available at a nominal cost to townspeople wishing
to date their homes, old or new.
Your Historical Society needs you - each and every member-more
than ever to continue the many important and varied projects in the
making. We need your support; we need your time; and we must have
your active membership.






President — Mrs. Sandra E. Hamilton
First Vice President — Miss Frances Heald
Second Vice President — Mr. Richard F. Hamilton
Corresponding Secretary — Mrs. Hazel Kaye
Recording Secretary — Mrs. Beatrice Blasenak
Treasurer — Mrs. Alma Farr
Curator — Miss Mary E. Heald
Historian — Mrs. Mildred C. Lakeway
Auditor — Gilbert Pike
Directors — Edward A. Stewart, Frances M. Heald, Reginald Colby
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NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL, INC.
TOWN REPORT
In Littleton, the Council has been assisting the Littleton
Industrial Development Corp. in finding industrial tenants for the
Littleton Industrial Park. NCC has also assisted the Town and the
LIDC in preparing applications to HUD, FmHA and EDA for im-
proved access to the Industrial Park and for the acquisition of new
industrial land. The Council is also initiating a local energy plan
for the Town of Littleton. Council staff has provided technical
planning information to the Planning Board, including review of
proposed subdivisions and revising the Town's subdivision regula-
tions.
North Country Council is the regional planning commission
and economic development district serving the North Country. In
1980, North Country Council targeted its resources and expertise
to fit the needs and problems of the towns and region we serve. In
the community planning field, the Council has programmed a sys-
tematic way of handling requests from communities for assistance
with a local community plan. By the end of 1981, the Council will
have assisted six communities complete master plans. For its
membership fee in the Council, a town can receive any of twenty-
two types of assistance identified by NCC. Communities can con-
tract with NCC to undertake special project programs which require
a significant amount of time over and above the normal types of ser-
vices. Sponsorship of the Municipal Law Lecture series and mem-
bership on the Environmental Law Clinic affords the Council with
the opportunity to secure necessary legal information on behalf of
the town. The Council has been active in a number of regional is-
sues such as transportation, economic development, land use, and
housing. In transportation, the Council has supported the restora-
tion of rail service to the Mt. Washington Valley area and initiation
of commuter air service in Berlin, assistance to the Whitefield
Regional Airport, and improved highway and public transportation
systems. In land use, the Council has published reports on the
Role of Agriculture in the North Country, Managing Wetlands , and
several brief fact sheets.
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The Council has accelerated its economic development pro-
gram with the addition of a Business Development Director who is
making direct contact with businesses to encourage them to locate
in North Country communities who have identified new industry as
a need. NCC has prepared a regional industrial brochure coupled
with local area fact sheets as a tool to encourage planned economic
growth. Asa result of these efforts, several companies have ex-
pressed an interest in locating in the region. Efforts are underway
to establish a Revolving Loan Fund as an incentive for prospective
industry.
In rural development, assistance has been provided to a
number of communities in areas such as wastewater treatment,
solid -waste, water supply improvement, and other necessary com-
munity projects. A special report on Rural Development is avail-
able.
Because of the Council's activity in energy, the Governor's
Council on Energy granted NCC some funds which will enable the
Council to assist three targeted communities to prepare a local
energy plan.
State and federal agencies and statewide groups continue to
contact North Country Council for a North Country perspective on
such varied issues as growth, forestry, environmental concerns,
land use, and manpower training. For example, in June, the
Council presented testimony to a special legislative committee on
proposed changes needed in the state's planning and zoning legisla-
tion. Association with these groups provides NCC with the oppor-
tunity to share some the regional and local concerns expressed by
the towns with those state and federal agencies whose decisions will
impact on the region. The Council continues to work with other
regional councils in New England through the efforts of its Presi-
dent who serves as a Board member of the National Association of
Regional Councils.
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The efforts and accomplishments of the Council are a col-
lection of the many contributions of local towns, other agencies,
our fine staff, the Board of Directors, and the Executive
Committee. We express our appreciation to the Town for its sup-
port and assistance during the year. North Country Council is an
arm of local government in the North Country. Please contact us






LITTLETON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
The year 1980 has been a year in which the Littleton Chamber of
Commerce was able to promote the North Country area in a very exten-
sive capacity. We began by updating and compiling statistics rang-
ing from service organizations list through a current business list
and factual profiles which include information on government, util-
ities, population, area characteristics, schools, banks, facilities
and services, recreation and culture, labor market analysis and
transportation. In 1980, one of the first priorities to be accom-
plished was to expand our membership base. Through hard work of
volunteers and a solid program of work established by the Board of
Directors, our membership rose from 150 to a high of 220 members.
Four retail promotions were successfully promoted, with one
taking place each season. (Take 50$ Sale, SummerStreet '80, Side-
walk Sale, Moonlight Madness. ) Of these promotions, SummerStreet '80
deserves a special note. We were able to work cooperatively with
local and state governments, service organizations and the business
community to produce a downtown festival to be long remembered.
Several thousand area residents and visitors attended this all-day
event, and were able to enjoy Littleton's Main Street even though
the rain was nearly continuous throughout the day.
Twenty thousand directory brochures were printed and distrib-
uted to all New Hampshire entry points and placed in North-bound
1-93 rest areas. This brochure was also included in N. H. Travel
Trailer Shows, which has a tour schedule that includes the Eastern
States Exposition and several metropolitan mall exhibits.
A full—time information booth was operated seven days a week,
July 1 — September 1 , and weekend openings September through Columbus
Day.
The Chamber continued to sponsor the Duly 4th celebration, the
Fall Art Show and Sidewalk Festival, the foliage overflow place-
ment network and Santa Claus visit to Littleton. Among these dif-
ferent projects, the second annual Yankee International Hydroplane
Grand Prix attracted more than 13,000 spectators, of which a greater
percentage were from outside the Littleton and North Country area.
This event achieved a direct economic impact in excess of $500,000,
(a conservative projection done by area banks). Short term results
provided a considerable monetary "shot in the arm" to area busi-
nesses. Long-term exposure through advertising and publicity re-
leases has achieved an awareness of where the White Mountains are,
and what our area has to offer. This event has proven itself a
tremendous success in bridging the gap between Labor Day and Foliage
Season, which is normally a slow business period, and has replaced
it with a very productive one.
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Among other projects, the Chamber was able to put together a
regional meeting to assist snow related businesses with S. B. A.
counseling and business disaster loans due to the 1980 "snow
drought".
The Chamber also co—sponsored a second regional seminar in
which it worked in conjunction with the Governor's Council on Energy,
New Hampshire Hospitality Association and Dubois and King, Inc. The
energy management program was for motels, hotels, inns and restau*-
rants.
1980 has benn a year in which the Littleton Chamber of Commerce
has been extremely competitive with other areas in prompting and
exposing the existing facilities and resources of our area. Due to
the large number of volunteers, a strong Board of Directors and lots
of hard work, the Littleton Chamber of Commerce has become an active






ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
WHITEFIELD REGIONAL AIRPORT COMMISSION
The Whitefield Regional Airport Commission consists of appointed
Commissioners from each of the neighboring Towns which contribute to the
support and operation of the Airport.
In addition to the General Aviation operations of providing fuel and
services for local and transient aircraft, the Regional Airport, under the
direction of the Commission, provides a Fixed Base Operator to manage the
Airport, rent aircraft to local pilots and to give Flight Instruction to those who
wish to qualify as airmen and become licensed pilots.
For local industry using their own aircraft, the Airport provides
Instrument Landing Facilities for safe arrival and departure under proper
conditions.
The Commission is working on a grant from the Federal Aviation
Administration to do a master plan of the airport facility which will evaluate and
project the possibilities for growth and expansion of the airport.
Commissioners are also working on Essential Air Service Study which will
look into the possibility of Air Carrier Service on a partial, seasonal, or full-time
basis. Small General Aviation Airports are rarely self-sufficient. The Airport
Commission has negligible if any source of revenue. To meet our expenses we
rely heavily on the support of the towns we serve. There is State and Federal
aid available, but local support is required to qualify for assistance.
The Commission is grateful for the support it has received and plans to
encourage such things as Air Shows and an Open House to acquaint more people






WHITEFIELD REGIONAL AIRPORT COMMISSION











Timberland Machines, Inc. 500.00
Diamond International Inc. 500.00
LEASE INCOME




N.H. State Aeronautical Fund 3,000.00
TOTAL estimated Revenue 1981 21,500.00
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Estimated Expenses for 1981




Repairs to Equipment 7,000.00









GRAFTON COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' REPORT
To the Citizens of Grafton County:
In an effort to communicate more directly with the taxpaying
citizens of Grafton County we, the Grafton County Commissioners, are
writing to you through your individual town or municipal reports.
Due to inflated Nursing Home expenses with somewhat reduced
revenues and rapidly increasing costs of welfare reimbursements to
the State, our budget year ended very close to the line, with a
$3,620 surplus. Because of the Delegation's decision to use a two-
year surplus in one budget year to allow citizens a reduced county
tax in FY 1980, the 1981 fiscal year budget resulted in a heavier tax
factor making up that decrease as well as offsetting reduced re-
venues and allowing for standard budget increases.
As with towns, the county welfare assistance programs are
increasing and becoming more involved, especially with the current
energy crunch and rapidly inflating economy. We also foresee a
possible decrease in Federal and State contributions to social ser-
vice programs which could have considerable impact on local budgets.
The sewage disposal system has progressed slightly, with
planning completed and ready to go out for bid. If all goes well,
we may be able to submit a final report next year.
The Commissioners worked closely with the Nursing Home Employee
Council to set up a wage/benefit package more compatible with the
State program for Glencliff employees. The Commissioners hope to work
out a job description/wage scale plan for courthouse employees in the
near future
.
Grafton County is gradually converting from a bookkeeping machine
system to a computerized system for all county accounts. Payroll was
converted effective January 1, 1980, and vendor payment and receipt
programs were recently added. Patient accounts and purchase order
programs will be added later. The system is too new for comprehen-
sive comments, but we anticipate constructive changes in the overall
accounting and reporting system.
The Commissioners hold their regular meeting every Monday (except
holidays) at 9O0 AM in the Commissioners' Office of the Grafton
County Courthouse, followed by a second meeting at the Grafton County
Nursing Home Complex at 1:00 PM, which regularly includes visits to
farm and jail facilities. Public and press are welcome, and, in fact,
are encouraged to attend the meetings.
Respectfully submitted,
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